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Neurofibromatosis Type 1

Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) is a very common

genetic disorder that affects approximately 1 in

every 3,000 children. Neurofibromatosis is

caused by genetic mutations either from being

passed on to an individual by a parent or it can

occur spontaneously during conception. In NF1,

genetic mutations occur along chromosome 17,

a gene that typically produces a protein used

to regulate cell growth. Due to the genetic

mutations, the bodies of persons with NF1 do

not produce the cell growth regulating protein

(neurofibromin) causing cells to grow

uncontrollably.

Causes

Symptoms/ Medical Considerations
NF1 typically presents in early childhood, with

noticeable symptoms distinguished at birth,

during early childhood, or at the very latest,

before the child is 10 years old. Common

symptoms and medical considerations include:

Café au lait spots – Individuals

diagnosed with NF1 typically will have

café au lait spots which are light brown

spots that lay flat on the skin.
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Learning difficulties – Children with NF1

often experience difficulties with learning.

Though deficits in IQ typically range from

mild to non-existent, some children with NF1,

although rare, can have an intellectual

disability.

Armpit/groin freckling – Children with NF1

will usually have freckles appear around their

armpit/groin when they are between 3 and 5

years old. 

Lisch nodules – These are tiny bumps that

are on the iris of the eye, however, they are

harmless and do not negatively impact the

child’s vision.

Neurofibromas – These are soft, small bumps

that form under the skin or can grow inside of

the body. Although these tumors are benign,

they can cause disfigurement.

Bone deformities – Individuals with NF1 can

typically experience deficiencies in bone

density which can lead to scoliosis.

Optic glioma – An optic glioma is a tumor

that forms along the optic nerve which can

impact vision.

Short in height – Children with NF1 typically

have a shorter stature.

Larger head size – An individual with NF1

will usually have a larger sized head from

increased volume of the brain.
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Around 50-60% of individuals with NF1 also experience

some form of learning difficulty. Many students with

NF1 have normal levels of intellect with specific

difficulties in reading, writing, or in using numbers. 

Individuals with NF1 often exhibit visuo-perceptual

difficulties – a considerable hallmark feature of the

diagnosis. Common domains of visual perception

difficulties in children with NF1 include:

Visual-spatial processing is the ability to determine

where objects are in space as well as how far away

something is in relation to another. These skills are

utilized to complete tasks like reading a map or

completing a math problem. To solve a math problem

like “5 + 25 = 30”, a child must use visual-spatial

processing skills to perceive how the numbers and

symbols are placed in relation to one another.

Similarly in reading, these skills help students

understand that “w” and “m” or “6” and “9” represent

different sounds/values. For children with NF1, such

skills described are difficult for them to do.

Visual-Spatial Analysis

Learning Difficulties 

Visual Perception
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Spatial Learning and Memory
Spatial learning and memory involve the

processes needed to learn and store

information related to location and

orientation. These processes are involved in

tasks like remembering where the light

switch is in the bathroom or remembering

how to get to school from your house.

Visual-motor integration (VMI) is the ability

to interpret visual information and then

produce a motor action in response. In

other words, VMI is the effective

communication between the eyes and the

rest of the body. For example, VMI is

needed to correctly perceive and copy

letters, numbers, or shapes onto a piece of

paper.

Perceptual organization involves the

process of giving structure to what we

experience (objects, scenes, and events) in

the world. For children with NF1, they often

have difficulties putting things in an order

that makes sense, figuring out the meaning

of symbols and words, and difficulty in

organizing new information.

Perceptual Organization

Visual-Motor Integration
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Reduce amount of visual input on a screen/worksheet,

ext.

Provide note-taking outlines 

Provide templates for essays or paragraphs

Allow extra time

Multi-media teaching approach

Segment tasks/directions into smaller parts

Visual schedules and repetition

Adapted paper

Graphic organizers

Graph paper 

Slant boards

Slant boards

Books, text with enlarged print 

Multi-media

Notes/ note taker

Teaching Tips

Supports
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Semantic language involves

understanding the meaning of words.

Deficits in semantic language can

present as: difficulties in asking or

answering questions; difficulties

following verbal directions; struggles in

understanding the relationships

between words; difficulty sharing

spontaneous information.

Receptive language involves the

ability to understand spoken and

written language. Some children

with NF1 may display difficulties

in receptive language which can

be reflected as a child having a

limited vocabulary, confusing

verb tenses, and reusing certain

words among others. 
Children with expressive language

difficulties struggle with the

communication of thoughts using

spoken language and sometimes basic

written language. Individuals with NF1

may have difficulties with the speech-

language and motor processes

needed to express and communicate

their thoughts to others.

Children with neurofibromatosis type 1 may display difficulties in

language. Common language difficulties include deficits in:

Semantic Language

Expressive Language

Language

Receptive Language
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Verbal Working Memory

Verbal working memory refers to

the amount of verbal information

that a person is able to remember

and process. Difficulties with verbal

working memory are evident in

individuals with dyslexia, ADHD,

and/or dyspraxia – common

learning disabilities also seen in

individuals with NF1. Children with

verbal working memory difficulties

can have problems such as sorting

letter sounds, and putting them all

together to get the proper meaning

of the right word.

Language Comprehension

Comprehension of language is

the ability to correctly process

grammar in sentences,

word/phrase meanings, and

text structure in both written

and spoken language. Children

with NF1 may display difficulties

in language comprehension as

a result of overarching issues

with processing information.
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Use concrete teaching methods - To help students build

their vocabulary, you can use concrete items to help them

associate the item with the word such as:

Picture communication symbols (PCS) 

Tactile miniature items 

Modeling - You can help strengthen your student's

language skills by modeling an appropriate verbal

exchange.

Expansion - You can expand on your student's responses

by using different words that have the same meaning as

the word your student used. 

Repetition - By repeating instructions and then having

your student repeat the instructions aloud will help with

both their language skills and memory. 

Additional time

Tactile objects

Communication boards 

Teaching Tips

Supports
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Approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of individuals with NF1 also exhibit

motor problems. Many children diagnosed with NF1 often

have skeletal and muscular abnormalities like that of

decreased bone strength, reduced muscle strength,

scoliosis, and pseudo-arthrosis which can be associated

with motor difficulties. Motor problems include difficulties

with fine and gross motor skills. Fine motor movement issues

can present as a child having trouble properly holding a

pencil while gross motor movement issues can look like a

child being clumsy and bumping into things. Children with

NF1 who have motor difficulties often struggle with copying,

handwriting, and/or drawing.

Motor Skills

Teaching Tips Supports
Adapted pencils

Pencil grips 

Notes or a note

taker 

Audio recordings

of classes

Implement activities that engage

fine and/or gross motor usage

cutting with scissors 

putting beads or blocks on a

string

squeezing a stress ball or

PlayDoh

Provide short, frequent motor

breaks while modifying

movements as needed, such as: 

dancing along to songs

yoga or stretching 
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Children diagnosed with NF1 may also have issues with

attention. Although the prevalence of ADHD is much higher

in children with NF1 than the general population, attention

problems can still be evident even without hyperactive

tendencies or an ADHD diagnosis. Individuals with NF1 may

have trouble paying attention to a particular topic for

extended periods of time while other individuals with NF1

can be very attentive to one subject and have trouble

shifting to other topics.

Teaching Tips 

Attention

Provide breaks when needed

Facilitate structure and schedules - Create and

post visual schedules so routines are predictable

Limit distractions - reduce the amount of

distractors in the classroom; have your student

clear desk when working on a task

Vary instructional strategies and use multi-media

approaches to learning

Supports
Daily planner 

Extra time for assignments

Timer 

Directions broken down into manageable pieces
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Social Skills

Interacting and socializing with others is often very difficult for

individuals with NF1 to do. They typically struggle forming

friendships which can often result in peer rejection. Children with

NF1 may present deficits in their social skills – socially acceptable

behaviors considered important by others. While starting a

conversation with a new person you meet might see like second

nature to some, children with NF1 often have a difficult time

understanding socially appropriate norms. These social skill

deficits may also be attributed to problems with visual

perception. Children with NF1 may not accurately perceive and

interpret social cues like gestures, facial expressions, or tones of

voice which can impact social interactions.

Teaching Tips 

Facilitate peer and/or group activities and

projects to provide opportunities for social

engagement with others 

Pair student with peers that desmonstrate

strong social skills as models

 Model appropriate social interactions and

allow student to repeat them

Use social narratives (social stories) to

describe and explain social norms and/or

expectations

Use behavior specific praise 
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Children and adolescents with NF1 can often experience

challenges with their behaviors and emotions. Their

mental health may be a concern as children with NF1 can

typically experience depression and anxiety with some

struggling with conduct and emotional problems. They

can also be hyperactive, impulsive, and inflexible to

change.

Emotions & Behavior

Teaching Tips 
Provide movement breaks to help with students'

hyperactivity 

Provide choices/options for students to choice

from 

Use schedules and develop a classroom routine

Monitor your student's stress with school

assignments and implement tactics to reduce

stress (e.g. organize assignments, allow more

time) 

Talk to your class about NF1 - Many students

with NF1 can experience depression or anxiety

due to social skill difficulties and peer rejection;

educate your class on NF1 and promote inclusion
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Executive functioning relates to our cognitive skills. These

kinds of skills are used to problem solve, analyze tasks,

simplify them into steps, and remember them for a later

time. We utilize executive functioning skills to time

manage, memorize information, comprehend what we read,

and also to organize our thoughts. Individuals with NF1

often struggle with tasks requiring executive functioning

skills like figuring out how much time to spend on an

assignment or difficulty getting organized.

Executive Function

Teaching Tips 
Provide opportunities for students to apply their

learning

Facilitate activities that support executive

functioning development

Supports
Graphic organizers and daily organizers

Timers to keep track of time spent on tasks
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